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I. Health information filling

The 5th CIIE will compare the health information of all participants

and staff, namely, “nucleic acid test result, Shanghai health code

(suishenma), vaccination record and travel information”, at backstage in a

unified manner through sci-tech means. The right of way for the

exhibition area and exhibition hall will be activated based on the

comparison results.

1.Personal information filling

1.1 Log on to the official APP or WeChat mini-program of the CIIE

WeChat mini-program and official APP of the CIIE
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1.2 Within 48 hours before entering the exhibition hall for the first

time, truthfully fill in the health information through “health information

collection”
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1.3 If you are not bound to the Expo certificate, please bind it first.

1.3.1 Click "My identification" - "Certificate service" in "Me", as shown

in the picture below
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1.3.2 Complete personal information or scan the QR code to bind
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1.3.3 Select“Complete personal information to bind”
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1.3.4 Identity authentication.
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* Overseas participants verification method:
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1.4 Fulfill online self-health commitments faithfully (including strict

health management, etc.)
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1.5 Fill in health information truthfully (including previous infection

history, permanent residence, workplace, residence in Shanghai, etc.).
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1.6 Accurately declare the living and traveling history (detailed the

address as street, district, city, province, etc.) 10 days before entering the

exhibition area of CIIE.
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1.6.1 New function: travel information filling

Please fill in your travel history of the 10 days before your first

entry into the exhibition area. After submission, the travel information

cannot be modified. If there are changes, please report your latest travel

information daily after October 26.
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1.7 Consciously upload the valid nucleic acid test certificate, vaccination

record, etc.
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1.8 Please check the health information verification results. You can make

an online appeal for any error (excluding travel information)
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2.Enterprise information filling

If the “individual” fails to fill in the form, the organizer / inviter / assigner / unit may collect information, log in CIIE

comprehensive service platform (www.ciie. org), and fill information according to the system prompts through “Personnel

Health Information Collection”

2.1 Visit the homepage of the official website of the CIIE, click on the "Health Information Collection" button to enter the

certificates reporting page.
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2.2 Select the corresponding certificates.
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2.3 Take the Buyer Certificate for example. Log on to the system as a Buyer, click on the "Report Personal Health

Information" button.
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2.4 The will be a pop-warning for promising the credibility of the information for the first-time log-on. The unit must fulfill

the health commitment after reading and it will not pop up next time.
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2.5 Click on the "Report Health Information" button to enter the information reporting page
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2.6 On the information reporting page, upload nucleic acid testing report, vaccination certificate. Type in the verification

code and tick the box for "I promise the information is real" and submit.
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2.7 Check the reporting records: After submitting, you can view the records (click "View") and the details (click "Name")
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2.8 Enterprise guarantee audit (the process is consistent with the mobile )
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II. Health information appeal

1.Health information appeal

1.1 Check the status of your personal health information
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1.2 Nucleic acid test, COVID-19 vaccine and Shanghai health code

(suishenma) appeal
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1.2.1 Nucleic Acid Test Appeal: Please provide the negative result of

nucleic acid test taken in Shanghai within 24 hours or other supporting

materials.
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1.2.2 Vaccination appeal: Upload relevant supporting documents such as

COVID-19 vaccination certificate.The appeal process will be notified

separately
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1.2.3 Health code appeal: For non-green Shanghai Health Code

(suishenma), please call 021-12345 to lodge a complaint
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1.3 Abnormal travel verification (no appeal)

1.3.1 If you have any of the following circumstances, it will lead to

abnormal travel verification, and you cannot enter the exhibition area:

 Within 10 days before entering exhibition areas, the personnel has

lived in or travelled to the counties (cities, districts and banners)

where the domestic high, medium and low-risk areas of the pandemic

are located;

 Within 10 days before entering exhibition areas, the personnel has

lived in or travelled to the counties (cities, districts and banners)

where other domestic pandemic areas (where risk areas have not been

defined or regional static management measures have not been taken)

are located.

1.3.2 If you have a history of living in the prprefecture-level cities where

domestic pandemic risk areas are located within 10 days before entering

exhibition area, it will lead to abnormal travel verification If it is

necessary to attend the expo due to work, the following conditions shall

be met simultaneously:

 The personnel should hold a health certificate issued by the pandemic

prevention and control department of the prefecture-level city or

above and come to Shanghai three days in advance;

 Upon arrival in Shanghai, the personnel should take nucleic acid tests

daily. All test results should be negative, and there are no abnormal
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symptoms.

 The case is approved by the organizer of the 5th CIIE.


